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1 Introduction

There are a number of open challenges and research issues that need to be addressed both in the short and long
term to ensure sustained storage systems efficacy and performance.

The wide variety of applications of modern and emerging storage systems entail that the fundamental design
of storage systems should be revisited to support application-specific and application-defined semantics. Such
tailored design will address many of the shortcomings of using the extant one-size-for-all generic approach
that is plagued with inefficiencies both in performance and storage capacity overhead. Another aspect is to
reevaluate the use of standards and APIs such as POSIX, and design new sustainable data representations and
APIs to support emerging applications such as IoT. Such redesign of the storage architecture is gradually being
explored. For example, systems such as key-value and object stores are being used to design application-specific
solutions. Management of metadata, indexing, and high-speed transactions for small data items are key to next
generation storage systems as well. Nevertheless, more new methods and techniques are needed to support a
wider range of emerging applications. This prompts a more general discussion on application data management
and storage system co-design.

Many important applications now arise in the space of Artificial Intelligence (AI), such as model training
frameworks, and their needs are met poorly by current storage systems. New storage techniques and technolo-
gies tailored for AI workloads and AI usages of data are much needed. At the same time, AI-based methods
hold great potential for building intelligent storage systems for meeting the challenging application demands
and optimizing storage management as the systems become increasingly complex.

Hardware advances are further driving the way storage systems are realized. Storage hybridization and
heterogeneity is now a part of most large-scale storage deployments. However, the software subsystems for
supporting and using such systems are lagging, and new management systems need to be designed and in-
vented. Similarly, in-memory storage systems and persistent memory systems are giving rise to a new class of
memory-only storage solutions. While such systems can be thought of as simply a tier of a traditional storage
hierarchy, there is clearly a need for innovation to leverage the unique opportunities offered by new hardware
advancements and designing the storage layer to maximize efficiency and performance. At the same time, the
exponential growth of cold archival and cold primary data motivates intensive research of new hardware and
software architectures that can store petabytes of data at the maximum possible cost-efficiency.
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More and more organizations are starting to trust computing clouds to cost-efficiently store and process data
at scale. Public cloud providers now manage tremendous amounts of data and continuous scalability of their
infrastructures requires further innovation, both at the system software and hardware levels. Data management
problems become especially challenging in hybrid clouds where the data flows need to be secure, tightly con-
trolled, and frequently geo- or otherwise fenced. Furthermore, multi-tenancy at global scale increases workload
and platform diversity to previously unseen levels which, e.g., makes the control of data access quality an ex-
tremely complicated task with many open questions. At the same time, the dawn of the age of Internet of Things
(IoT) is driving the need for novel and innovative storage systems at the edge of the Internet to store, manage,
retrieve, and efficiently utilize unprecedented volumes of data at increasingly faster speeds.

Because of the aforementioned open challenges and issues, there is a need for a consolidated effort to
identify and establish a vision for storage systems research and comprehensive techniques that provide prac-
tical solutions to the storage issues facing the information technology community. The goal of the National
Science Foundation (NSF) Visioning Workshop on Data Storage Research 2025 was to bring together leading
researchers in storage and distributed systems to provide a working vision, as well as prioritization for near
and long-term storage research and scientific investigations. The workshop aimed to provide opportunities for
identifying both core systems research in storage and cross-cutting research in “storage+X” systems.

This one and half day workshop was held from May 31st to June 1st 2018 at IBM Almaden Research Center
(ARC) a well-known industry research laboratory focusing, among other topics, on storage systems. We invited
40 researchers who are well-recognized leaders and key contributors to storage research in academia, industry,
national laboratories, and federal agencies, to work together and develop a collective vision for future storage
research. Every invitee was asked to provide a pre-workshop white paper on topics that she or he felt important.
Based on these broad range of topics from the white papers, we divided the workshop attendees into groups to
carry out focused discussions around four major themes: “Cloud, edge, and everything in between” (Section 2),
“AI and Storage: Made for each other” (Section 3), “Teaching old storage new tricks” (Section 4), and “The
hardware, they are a-changin” (Section 5). By the end of the workshop, each group also shared their discussion
outcomes with the whole workshop to get feedback from the other groups and further develop the vision for
each storage theme during the post-workshop, offline discussions. The rest of this report presents the findings
on these four major themes as the result of all of the pre-, during-, and post-workshop discussions.

2 Storage for Cloud, Edge and IoT Systems

2.1 Introduction

Data-driven scientific discovery has been well acknowledged as the new fourth paradigm of scientific innova-
tion [46]. One key enabler of the data-driven innovation is data storage systems that manage the massive data,
which has witnessed a disruptive sea change in recent years. Among others, the advent of cloud computing
has transformed the basic substrate for systems building in the last decade, and the long-anticipated “Internet of
Things” (IoT) has led to the emergence of edge computing which extends the system boundaries pervasively.

In such a dynamic context, the depth of the storage stack and the scope of storage systems is increasing
rapidly. Storage systems will need to manage data that is collected, stored, transformed, and transferred from
heterogeneous edge devices to back-end cloud services, which will involve more than 18 layers [80]. There is a
vast diversity (e.g., different hardware, storage options, configurations) throughout systems, and at each layer of
the system, different underlying storage technologies are likely to be the best fit for the corresponding workload
and demands (e.g., latency, bandwidth, cost). Moreover, there are potential gaps or miscommunications between
layers and components [40, 44], which increases the difficulty of providing end-to-end guarantees and achieving
the ideal tradeoffs among performance, reliability, fairness, etc. To move data storage research forward, we
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summarize the research challenges and opportunities into 9 key properties which are essential for future storage
systems, and call for the community’s collective efforts to build systems that are truly efficient, unified, specified,
elastic, explainable, sharable, application-driven, reliable, and re-evaluable.

Besides research, the education and infrastructure must also keep pace with the evolution of the comput-
ing landscape. Unlike other related communities who have well-established “home courses” (e.g., operating
systems, computer networks, databases), storage systems are mostly taught under the hood of other courses.
Many talented students are not attracted to this area, partly due to the “diluted” identity. Similarly, in terms of
infrastructure, we recognize that existing efforts like CloudLab [3] help, but more are needed in order to sustain
the advance of this area.

The rest of the section is organized as follows: §2.2 elaborates on the research challenges and opportunities,
§2.3 discusses the directions for education and infrastructure support, and §6 concludes the section.

2.2 Research Challenges & Opportunities

2.2.1 Context: world in flux

The landscape of storage systems is changing rapidly in recent years. On the hardware side, there used to
be just hard disk drives and tapes, but now we are seeing exciting advances including flash-based SSDs, byte-
addressable persistent memories, RDMA for storage networks, etc. Besides the superior raw performance, many
of these new hardware are programmable to certain extent and thus allow more customization.

Similarly, on the software side, there used to be just file systems. Now we have sophisticated key-value
stores, document stores, configuration stores, logging stores, etc., many of which are scaled out to warehouse-
scale cloud systems. Moreover, virtualized cloud systems are able to manage the diverse resources (e.g., CPU
cores, memories, SSDs) flexibly and transparently, usually scaling up and down in seconds [23].

While the cloud hides much of the complexity from the users and provides the desired convenience, its
opaque, shared, diverse, and layered nature has led to concerns of how to provide end-to-end guarantees and
achieve the ideal tradeoffs among efficiency, elasticity, explainability, shareability, reliability, etc. We sum-
marize the research challenges and opportunities into 9 key properties which are essential for future storage
systems, and elaborate on each of them in the next section.

2.2.2 What should we build

Efficient Systems

Similar to traditional systems, cloud-based systems also put great focus on efficiency. This is important for both
users who pay for the usage (measured in hours/bytes/requests) and system builders who need to make profit.

However, compared to traditional systems, there are much more layers involved in cloud systems, and dif-
ferent layers usually require different data formats and read/write strategies to achieve the best local efficiency,
which may conflict with other layers. Moreover, the diverse hardware, dynamic workloads, and the inherent
multi-tenancy make achieving high efficiency even more difficult. Consequently, while efficiency is clearly
important, there is little QoS achievement capability today for end-to-end efficiency.

To address the challenge, we can no longer focus on one single layer or component. Instead, novel cross-
layer and holistic solutions are highly desirable for removing all excess resource allocations in different layers,
saving various costs (e.g., CPUs, memories, SSDs), and achieving the overall high efficiency.
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Unified systems

Modern systems are filled with diverse storage options (e.g., various file systems, SQL databases, key-value
stores, logging stores, configuration stores, document stores). While each individual storage option usually
provides some unique features, they often have similar functions or components to some extent (e.g., manag-
ing persistent data structures). This inherent overlapping (i.e., many physical copies of the same data across
layers/components) is one of the major obstacles for building efficient systems today.

To address this challenge, we should explore the possibility of extracting the unified core components as
building blocks and providing generalized solutions for various higher-level services. Also, to make different
services more unifiable, we should experiment with solutions that can automatically transform the underlying
representation of data, amount of resources allocated, configurations of durability and replication parameters,
etc. based on the dynamic needs of workloads.

Specified systems

Current approaches to system building are too prescriptive, rigid, and error prone, which has led to various
issues including downtime and data loss [44] and is not scalable for future storage.

To address the challenge, we envision that future systems and applications should be specified in terms of
performance requirements (e.g., which hardware feature is needed), persistence needs (e.g., which data needs to
be stored where), and so on. Particularly, the correctness should be precisely specified throughout the systems,
which could potentially lead to the holy grail of verified systems that will never lose data. Along this direction,
there are a number of open research questions though, including how to specify properties for the opaque cloud,
how to identify the necessary properties and interfaces for each layer or component in the system, and how to
specify the dynamic requirements of workloads.

Elastic systems

Different from traditional storage clusters which are built on fixed hardware resources, cloud-based systems are
naturally elastic. The systems can be broken into constituent components which can be scaled up and down
independently based on current demands of workloads.

We envision that the elasticity of the systems can be utilized for handling storage infrastructure tasks in
addition to the workloads, which will likely improve the overall utilization and efficiency of the systems.

To make better use of the elasticity for storage, more disaggregated composable software architectures are
highly desirable. Instead of today’s monolithic storage and file systems, we should experiment with different
building blocks (e.g., unified core components) and microservices, which can be reused across domains and
improve long-term usability, reliability, etc.

Explainable systems

Current cloud-based systems are opaque to the users. Many services are provided through relatively simple
interfaces, which makes it difficult for users to reason about the provenance of their data. Moreover, due to the
complicated layering within the cloud, it is also difficult for system builders or administrators to explain the
abnormalities of system behaviors observed.

We envision that future systems should provide detailed provenance information and allow for more expla-
nations (e.g., how was data object created, who can access what and why). This will be helpful for improving
security (e.g., how the information is leaked), reliability (e.g., how the data is corrupted), performance (e.g.,
why this run is slow), etc.
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Sharable systems

Unlike the first-generation cloud technologies which only run a single or a few applications for one entity
(person, organization), multi-tenancy is a new reality in modern cloud-based systems.

We believe one fundamental demand of multi-tenancy is effective sharing. However, achieving effective
sharing is non-trivial as it involves many other aspects of systems. For example, from efficiency’s perspective,
multi-tenancy may cause interference among different workloads at different layers of systems, and thus violate
QoS SLO for one or more users. Similarly, other security and privacy concerns (e.g., side-channel attacks,
information leakage) need to be addressed more carefully in the multi-tenant environment in order to provide
effective sharing.

Application-driven systems

One major driving force of systems research is new application needs. There are many interesting new applica-
tions arising recently (e.g., videos from cameras at soccer match, Pokemon Go), which place new demands on
storage systems (e.g., real-time processing).

Given the vast diversity of applications, it is inefficient and impractical to build a highly specialized storage
system for each application. Instead, we should avoid wheel reinvention by exploring the commonality among
applications and adapt storage systems to a range of applications automatically, similar to the design principle
of unified systems. One unique challenge here is how to assemble a representative application suite and metrics
for learning the common characteristics and demands.

Reliable systems

As the scale and complexity of systems keep increasing, failures become the norm rather than exception [42].
Therefore, we need to design systems to deliver high performance and other desired properties in the presence
of failures, which is particularly important for exabyte scale storage systems that will likely become common in
2025 [35].

Future systems need to be clearly specified, which could potentially lead to truly reliable storage that will
never lose data. Existing efforts have shown that it is possible to formally specify and verify the crash consis-
tency of one local file system built from scratch [34]. Nevertheless, how to scale the formal method to the vast
majority of legacy software systems in the cloud environment remains unclear. More advanced mathematical
methods and software engineering approaches (e.g., Netflix’s Chaos Engineering [24]) are highly desirable.

Re-evaluable systems

One constant theme of storage research is workloads, which is important for fair comparison between systems
and generating reproducible results.

Unfortunately, compared to the workloads for local storage systems, much less workloads for cloud-based
systems are publicly available. There are a number of workloads which have benefited the community a lot
(e.g., YCSB [36]); but as systems keep evolving, much more representative workloads are needed to drive the
research further.

On the other hand, future storage systems should also be built with easy evaluation in mind to facilitate the
fair comparison of design tradeoffs under the same representative workloads.
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2.2.3 Edge & its impact on Cloud

Besides the cloud computing which has revolutionized the landscape of storage in the past decade, IoT is be-
coming a reality, bringing with it an explosion of data collection, storage, and processing demands. As predicted
by Cisco, there will be over 50 billion IoT devices by 2020 [38]. The proliferation of IoT devices and the asso-
ciated new demands have led to the emergence of edge computing. Essentially, the edge model places a “mini
datacenter”of compute and storage resources at the network edge, closer to the end users.

Compared with cloud computing, edge computing is much less matured or standardized. For example, there
are heterogeneous devices manufactured by different vendors with various capabilities and data formats. Also,
the service models for IoT applications is unclear. We envision that one possible direction is the serverless
computing model (e.g., AWS Lambda [1]). However, more research efforts are needed to integrate the diverse
IoT devices into the current model.

Despite the heterogeneousness, one common feature of all IoT devices is that they have limited hardware
resource. To address the constraint, we should explore how to identify and discard unimportant data in a timely
fashion, and how to balance among storage, preprocessing, and communication between IoT devices and cloud.

Different from cloud systems which can be built for various workloads and adapt to the demands on the fly,
edge computing has large upfront cost to install edge nodes and limited opportunity for statistical multiplexing.
In other words, edge computing needs to be designed for the right workload in the first place, and we need to
identify workload demands and match them to storage capabilities precisely.

One barrier to storage research in the era of cloud-edge computing is that no edge-to-cloud holistic persistent
data storage capabilities exist today. Therefore, a testbed involving both edge and cloud is highly desirable. Such
a testbed will enable abundant research opportunities. For example, we can experiment with tradeoffs of latency,
cost, persistence in light of edge computing applications. One reasonable assumption for this direction is that
we will have increasingly larger resource budgets per unit costs as the location gets closer to the cloud.

Another barrier is the lack of agreed upon workloads and traces for evaluation and comparison of new
research designs. A realistic workload trace needs to track requests to read and write data across all of devices,
edge nodes, and cloud servers, including operations that transform or aggregate the data. Recent work on
distributed system tracing may provide the mechanism for collecting such traces, but the research community
also needs to agree on a trace format, and strategies for replaying any such traces that are collected.

2.3 Education & Infrastructure

Unfortunately, while there are many exciting research challenges and opportunities, the current education and
infrastructure support seems insufficient to sustain the advance of this area.

2.3.1 Education

The first challenge is diluted identity. Traditionally, storage systems are mostly taught as a sub-piece of oper-
ating systems. More recently, with the popularity of cloud and big data, many distributed storage systems are
covered under the hood of courses like cloud computing, distributed and parallel database systems, etc. And
the novel storage hardware and devices are being incorporated into computer architectures, IoT, etc. In contrast
to other related research communities who have their well-established “home courses” (e.g., operating systems,
computer architectures, computer networks, databases) at many universities, few universities teach storage in the
name of “storage systems”. Consequently, the identify of storage systems as one research area and community
is diluted.

Another correlated challenge is underestimated scope. While the FAST program committee has a clear
and broad definition [7]: “(we) will interpret ‘storage systems’ broadly; papers on low-level storage devices,
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distributed storage systems, and information management are all of interest”, perhaps few students can interpret
storage systems in this way. Many students may only connect storage systems to hard disk drives, which is
obviously less attractive compared to self-driving cars. This situation is partly due to the fact that there is no
clearly defined course on storage systems in the majority of universities.

We envision several directions to address the challenges. First, we need to increase the number of academics
working in storage systems, perhaps driven by increasing funding support from NSF and other agencies. Second,
we should increase the availability of ready-made courses, especially those from renowned universities, so that
more researchers and educators would follow up. Last but not the least, we should increase the availability of
educational materials. Some existing efforts (e.g., OSTEP [21] and SNIA tutorials [6]) have helped a lot, but
more efforts are needed to move the community forward.

2.3.2 Infrastructure

As mentioned in §2.2.3, one challenge for research in this area is building a research testbed with a rich diversity
of storage resources to enable experimentation with different tradeoffs. Some existing efforts like CouldLab [3]
and Chameleon [2] have helped facilitating cloud research, which is particularly valuable for small universities
where local resources are very limited. Nevertheless, as the cloud-edge systems keeps evolving, the scale needed
for realistic testing may be out of reach for many academic researchers, so more large-scale testbeds is highly
desirable. Moreover, it would be helpful to provide standard services (e.g., S3, Lambda) besides the testbed to
increase the fidelity.

On the other hand, we envision a number of potential issues regarding shared testbeds. First, chaos of shared
testbeds is not great for science. It may be difficult to reproduce results in the shared cloud storage environment.
Second, storage necessarily requires persistent data, and some workloads may lead to early wearout of some
storage technology. Both factors make it harder to share a storage research testbed, compared to similar shared
infrastructure for networking or computing research. Therefore, techniques for building truly sharable and
re-evaluable (§2.2.2) systems are urgently needed.

2.4 Summary

The opaque, shared, diverse, and layered nature of cloud-based systems leads to both grand challenges and
opportunities for the next generation of storage systems. We summarized the challenges and opportunities into
9 key properties, and call for the research community’s collective efforts to build systems that are truly efficient,
unified, specified, elastic, explainable, sharable, application-driven, reliable, and re-evaluable. Besides, we
discussed the rising of edge computing and its impact on storage. Finally, we argued that more investment in
education and infrastructure is needed in order to sustain the advance of data storage research for 2025.

3 AI and Storage

3.1 Introduction

In this section we cover the intersection of AI and Storage and outline key research areas for storage in the
context of AI applications, workloads and trends. We explore the intersection of AI and Storage as follows. We
begin with a perspective on each (AI and Storage) independently, and then describe how each can benefit the
other. Storage for AI focuses on how storage research can drive systems designs to better serve AI workloads
and AI usages of data. AI for Storage focuses on how storage systems can be improved via internal application
of AI techniques. Finally, we also cover how broad education and research initiatives can bring these two fields
together and cross pollinate ideas and collaboration across systems research and data science.
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3.1.1 What is AI?

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is an umbrella term that covers a range of techniques to mimic human intelligence
via machines and programs. AI includes the broad discipline of Machine Learning which carries within it a
range of algorithmic techniques from statistical approaches to neural network (Deep Learning) approaches and
beyond. At a very high level, Machine Learning refers to the ability to model and extract patterns from data or
observations (training) and subsequently use these models to make predictions on new observations (inference).

While AI and Machine Learning have existed as fields for many decades, the last 5-10 years have witnessed
an exponential growth in the development and application of AI. Today, virtually all commercial industries are
either applying or planning to apply AI techniques to enhance their respective disciplines. This shift is driven
by several factors:

The Data: Devices ranging from sensors to robots are generating increasing amounts of data and increas-
ingly richer data (ranging from simple value time series to images, sound and video). While the data itself is
valuable – its ultimate benefit to a business’ bottom line comes from the analytics that extract the insights hidden
within. While simple datasets (such as streams of individual values) can be analyzed via database queries or
complex event processing techniques, the increasing richness of data (multiple correlated mixed type streams,
images, sound, video) requires more complex Machine Learning (ML) and Deep Learning (DL) approaches.
The increased volumes of data also enable ML/DL algorithms to achieve peak efficiency.

The Compute: The ubiquity of high performance commodity computing, driven by both massive core
count increases in individual CPUs and low-cost cloud computing services, have made it possible to match data
growth with similarly scalable ML and DL capabilities. Hardware innovations such as TPUs, GPUs, custom
FPGAs, and instruction set support in modern CPUs have further improved ML algorithms performance, making
it practical to train using massive datasets.

The Algorithms: The availability of open source algorithms for ML and DL via libraries for analytic
engines like Spark, TensorFlow, Caffe, NumPy, Scikit-learn, just to name a few [13–15, 84]. With these
packages, a massive range of algorithmic techniques are now available in the Data Scientist sandbox. With open
source, even the most newest state of the art algorithms in research are frequently publicly available to test, tune
and use, nearly as soon as they are invented.

The confluence of these three factors has fueled AI growth, and in turn will drive the need for combined
storage and AI research.

3.1.2 What is storage in 2025?

The term “storage” may carry many connotations. Therefore we wish to define it first to ensure a common
definition. We consider storage across two time scales: short time frame (next 4–5 years) and longer time scale
(5–10 years or more).

For more than 60 years, the storage field was dominated by one type of technology, the magnetic spinning
media (HDD). We believe that was an anomaly and that the future will be dominated by multiple, heteroge-
neous storage technologies and their combinations. There are many variants of Flash based devices, storage
class memories and NVMs, and even the HDD has been recast into several flavors of shingled drives (SMRs);
furthermore, there is active research on using glass and DNA as storage media. Hence, the time is right now to
investigate these ever-changing storage technologies, when they are still relatively new and yet reasonably well
understood.

We feel that future storage systems will most likely include a combination of two or more technologies.
And, as NVMs begin to rival DRAM speeds, both will figure heavily in the storage stack. Storage technologies,
both volatile and non-volatile, may be arranged as in a tier or hierarchy, or any form of hybrid, cluster, or graph-
like arrangement. Data may be cached or replicated in one or more tiers, or uniquely stored once in a single
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tier. Various policies will control when data is moved, copied, or cached between those tiers. We expect storage
technologies to continue to evolve and change rapidly in the coming years, so an effective storage system has
to be able to adapt to those changes quickly and efficiently (e.g., to optimize throughput, latency, energy, dollar
cost, or any combination or complex utility function).

Storage technologies are therefore likely to be more complex in the future, to support growing needs of big
data and AI workloads, and really any workload that users need to store and process optimally. This complexity
will demand support for different APIs at different levels. We expect to continue to see healthy use of block-
level, file-level (e.g., POSIX), object, and key-value stores—and likely combinations thereof. There is a need for
high-level, easy-to-use APIs that hide much of the internal complexity from users and developers; conversely,
there is also a need to allow advanced (“power”) users access to lower-level APIs, to enable more effective
optimizations. The key to the design of future storage systems and their APIs would be that they must be easy
to use and logical for AI application developers and at the same time provide optimal storage at the lower levels
(for any utility or cost function).

3.2 Storage for AI

The emerging AI field presents several trends that intersect with storage, where targeted storage research can
benefit AI usages and AI applications:

• Massive datasets: AI workloads require the ingestion, preprocessing and ultimately analysis of massive
amounts of data. Multiple stages exist in typical AI pipelines, from data ingestion (ETL - Extract, Trans-
form, Load), to pre-processing (feature engineering, data wrangling, data cleansing/transformation, etc.)
to the ultimate execution of an AI algorithm in its training or inference phases. All of these can benefit
from storage optimizations for performance and data management.

• AI stages awareness: Storage that is aware of the distinct stages of AI processing can optimize AI pipelines
via techniques such as caching of intermediate results, tracking of lineage, provenance, and checkpointing
[39, 55, 63, 74].

• Compute Architecture and Data Optimization: AI platforms follow distinct distributed computation archi-
tecture patterns (such as data parallel and model parallel) [50, 84]. Memory hierarchy and data layout
design for such computation patterns should also be a focus for future strage research. APIs that express
the data access intent of an AI algorithm can also be a powerful tool to integrate memory hierarchy and
data layout optimizations with AI computations.

• Unique Characteristics: AI algorithms have unique characteristics (such as tolerance to small amounts of
data loss, very structured access patterns, ability to use and extrapolate from lossy compression) that can
be exploited to create efficient storage designs.

• Access and Distribution Characteristics: Emerging access methods and characteristics associated with AI
workloads, such as streaming processing [9] or edge storage [12], also create unique challenges that
future Storage research should focus on.

• Security and Compliance: The use of AI brings a new dimension to data security. As industries and users
demand that decisions made by AI algorithms be reproducible, transparent, and explainable, presure
builds on enterprises to put in place data management mechanisms to govern what data is and should be
used to generate AI models and consequent insights [8, 10, 11, 28, 41].
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3.3 AI for Storage

Machine learning techniques should be researched to improve storage systems in respects of reliability, avail-
ability, and quality of service. The large quantity of available storage system historical access data will allow
machine learning algorithms to be trained. Insights can be gained out of the training and thus used to help design
or optimize storage systems:

• Performance and Placement Optimizations: Machine learning algorithms can be applied to predict popular
data and application patterns, which helps improve various storage techniques, including tiered cache,
prefetching, and resource provisioning. Adapting caching policy using online learning can have signifi-
cant benefits. For example, a recent paper [82] shows that using ML techniques to select between LRU
and LFU replacement policies resulted in a significantly improved total cache hit rate. The key takeaway
is that machine learning techniques are valuable for solving online optimization problems such as caching
with the caveat that primary knobs of control be orthogonal. We believe that machine learning can be ap-
plied with success for other problems such as non-datapath server-side caches [29, 47, 51, 53, 61, 70, 73],
distributed storage caches such as in hyper-converged systems, dynamic multi-tiered and hybrid storage
systems [43, 83], and DRAM - persistent memory hybrid systems.

• Failure Prediction: Failure or error patterns in large storage systems, such as disk failures and silent data
corruptions, can be predicted using machine learning techniques and correspondingly pre-cautious mea-
sures can be taken to avoid errors being proliferated. For example, proactively replacing disks which are
predicted to fail soon can avoid the cost of data loss or data rebuild.

• Storage Tuning: Storage systems typically evolve to have a large number of tunable parameters; parameters
range from hardware composition to tiering thresholds to cache sizes. Using learning techniques to advise
administrators who build and maintain storage systems under dynamic workloads on optimal parameter
values could improve system performance and cost for a given workload.

• Change Detection and Anomaly Detection: Part of tuning for workloads is understanding when they change,
both temporarily and permanently. Anomaly detection has been an application area for machine learning
techniques for over twenty years [52], and many techniques from these fields will likely translate to
storage with little modifications. Goals of these techniques are to recognize change and assist with either
debugging or re-tuning, as applicable.

• Intelligent Storage Devices within Storage Systems: Computing storage devices refer to storage devices with
computing capability and they typically come along with artificial intelligence. On one hand, computing
storage devices assume part of the storage-related computing functionality so that the running storage
system is obviated from excessive overheads. Therefore, the storage system can deliver improved perfor-
mance. On the other hand, with more intelligent devices, researchers need to determine what intelligence
is appropriate to be offloaded to the device and propose techniques at the storage system level to achieve
best synergy.

The key challenge in this domain (using AI for Storage) is that training data will often be limited before
decisions have to be made. For instance, systems to store and quickly process data in self-driving cars must be
extent and fast even before enough data can be collected for automated system design. Similarly, as storage
needs shift over time in an organization, there may not be enough training data to predict how best to deal with
changing priorities when reconfiguring factors such as parameters, tiers, placement, and layout. Tuning may
also be improved by consideration of cost models outside of the standard throughput and latency optimizations
of the bulk of storage research. Dollar cost, complexity, and power consumption came up as potential other
reward functions in a multi-objective optimization scheme.
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3.4 Benchmarks and Workloads

Since AI techniques are heavily data dependent, any strategy for driving AI and Storage research needs to factor
in the need for publicly accessible datasets and benchmarks. Public datasets exist in ML (example [18]) but are
in many cases too small to drive meaningful storage access patterns. In this section we describe some challenges
that will need to be overcome to drive expansive research into the Storage and AI opportunities presented above.

3.4.1 Dataset generation and collection

We need some systematic and sustainable schemes to generate and collect datasets, including: synthetic data
generation of machine learning workloads; datasets from simulations; and dataset gathered from prior NSF
projects; long-term data collection and dissemination via some community infrastructure such as NSF CRI.

3.4.2 Characterizing workloads across layers

How to benchmark and characterize workloads from different layers including application, middleware/ system,
and storage device layers is challenging and worthy of investigation.

3.4.3 Workload classification

Classifying workloads is a long-studied problem with a significant amount of prior work [16, 62, 72]. As
new storage platforms and applications are developed, there is a need to understand, in a way that is precise and
communicable across different industries, what the storage workload looks like. Given that a storage workload is
a time series of operations, there are a variety of unsupervised as well as supervised machine learning techniques
that we can apply to partition and categorize this space.

We would use machine learning techniques to improve workload characterization in areas including:

• Quantify similarity between workloads

• Track changes in how a workload functions on a given architecture

• Learn mixes of customer workloads on shared storage systems

3.5 Research and Education

To foster the collaboration between data science and storage systems, we need to equip students in storage sys-
tems with data science knowledge and vice versa. Nowadays, students are not well motivated to learn cross
disciplinary subjects. If high quality learning materials of data science are easily accessible from workshops,
tutorials in systems conferences and courses on massive open online course(MOOC), it would spark interests
and encourage students to learn data science. Organizers of workshops should advocate research that applies
data science methodologies to solve problems of storage systems whenever applicable. Tutorials on data sci-
ence related to systems are beneficial for students, researchers and practitioners to quickly gain state of the art
methods and techniques of data science. Moreover, courses on MOOC nourishes the community to embrace
data science with low cost.

While learning fundamental concepts and techniques of data science is crucial to incubate the cross disci-
plinary research, it is equally important to provide compute resources allowing students to practice data science
since it is not easy for universities and academia to provide compute platforms that are powerful enough to solve
interesting problems on large-scale data. NSF cloud is one of such early efforts to meet the demand.
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There are also open source projects and contests held by conferences that offer opportunities for students to
apply learned data science technique to solve real world problems which in return deepen the understanding of
learned knowledge.

Besides training students, engineers and researchers to learn data science techniques, another great approach
to nourish research in the cross disciplinary field is to boost the collaborations between data scientists and system
researchers. By combining the strength from both sides, AI systems and storage systems can be made much
more reliable and scalable.

4 Rethinking Storage Systems Design

4.1 Introduction

A number of trends suggest that we need to fundamentally rethink the design of storage systems, as well as the
education pipeline that produces storage researchers:

• The Internet of Things (IoT) and exascale High Performance Computing (HPC) clusters are both on track
to produce a torrent of data far greater than the storage and network capacity of current systems.

• The rapid growth of data science is introducing new workloads with unique storage access patterns and
performance demands.

• Current storage systems with minimal schemas are poorly equipped to organize huge amounts of data,
especially when the growth in data size is projected to be exponential in nature.

• Emerging storage technologies, such as DNA storage and storage-class memory, require rethinking the
entire storage hierarchy from applications to hardware.

• Privacy and security increasingly require methods to reason about relationships among data being stored,
as well as the provenance and lineage of that data.

• Storage faces intense competition for top talent from other areas of computer science, creating a challenge
in maintaining a high-quality pipeline of researchers and engineering professionals.

In response to these trends, storage researchers will need to evolve both current storage systems and the
education pipeline. We identify five vital areas where research is needed:

1. Storage systems should allow far greater introspection into their operation and the data they store. We
must develop methods to automatically use data from introspection to improve storage operation and
improve data organization and management. Directions for future research in this area are covered in
Section 4.2.

2. Storage systems should more tightly integrate computation (e.g., indexing, aggregation, transformation)
with data generation and movement through the storage stack, effectively enabling “in-situ” and “in-
transit” processing of data. The type of computation and the layer at which it is performed should adapt
dynamically in response to changes in workloads and resources. Directions for future research in this area
are covered in Section 4.3.

3. We should reconsider the fundamental design of the POSIX interface to support emerging storage tech-
nologies and use cases. This includes widening the interface, allowing more application-specific cus-
tomization of storage behavior, and supporting evolution of data and technologies. Directions for future
research in this area are covered in Section 4.4.
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4. We should enable tighter co-design of applications and storage. This includes supporting “in-vivo” storage
development, allowing evolution of storage systems and A/B testing, as well as rethinking where the
“intelligence” of flash storage should lie in the storage stack. Directions for future research in this area
are covered in Section 4.5.

5. We should grow the pipeline of storage researchers and developers. Proposed ideas include: enabling
hands-on classroom experiences in which students see the benefits of changing storage systems, tighter
integration with data science in the curriculum, and more emphasis on applications when teaching storage
topics. These topics are covered in detail in Section 4.6.

4.2 Introspection, provenance, and metadata

4.2.1 Introspection

To achieve maximal effectiveness, both storage systems researchers and storage systems themselves need to
understand the detailed behavior of applications, storage devices and the entire storage stack in between. To do
that, we must be able to observe and correlate those behaviors both inside and outside the system.

There are currently many techniques for examining storage systems, some ad hoc and some semi-standardized [19,
22, 33, 64, 79]. However, future storage systems will demand improved approaches:

• The output of existing tools is generally designed to be consumed by humans rather than by programs,
making the tools unsuitable for big-data analysis or for use in adaptive systems.

• Multi-layer storage systems are complex, making it difficult to correlate behavior at different levels. For
example, a common problem occurs when two processes access the same file: which should be “charged”
for the resulting disk I/O? When an I/O request is merged with another, what is the underlying cause?
Few, if any, tools address these issues effectively.

• Distributed and HPC systems have complex timing and subtle interactions [59]; capturing this information
is difficult.

• We do not know the best methods for analyzing traces. Traditional statistical tools seem unsuitable for
describing complex behavior.

• We need to investigate new uses for introspection. Can modern file systems capture additional metadata
to help users find data relevant to their needs? Can introspection at different levels of the storage stack be
used for dynamic optimization?

• Real workloads often include multiple applications running simultaneously. Can we decouple the different
signals to “tease out” the different applications? [57] Can we apply AI-style algorithms such as those used
to simulate the way the human ear can separate sounds in a noisy environment?

• Metadata about traces (characteristics of the traced system, details about workloads, environmental infor-
mation, etc.) have traditionally been collected outside the system components generating them and are
usually stored independently of the traces themselves, which creates a disconnect that further complicates
analysis.

We also need to better understand workloads and optimization in various ways, including:

• Can we build signatures for applications based on their I/O (and other) patterns?
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• Can we generalize benchmarks to new storage technologies by using additional workload information? If
so, what is the information necessary to achieve this?

• Can large-scale systems benefit from analyzing and modeling their workloads? Is it possible to under-
stand and optimize data movement in these systems? For example, what semantics are needed for active
processing with flash?

• Can we provide applications with control of storage data layout by exposing user-defined functions? [20]
Can we control data layout across the deep-storage hierarchy as well as within it?

4.2.2 Provenance

An open research question is whether data provenance should be a first-class concern for storage systems. Cur-
rent systems for tracking provenance are often external to the storage system; poor integration makes tracking
provenance expensive and reduces the quality of provenance information. We note that provenance can be
collected at multiple levels of fidelity; operations that produce data can be identified very generically (e.g., by
application name), or the storage system can also include the arguments and parameters used to produce the
data [66]. When supporting provenance, it is challenging to determine the fidelity at which information should
be retained; if a query is not envisioned when the data is created, then provenance information required to answer
that query might not be kept. The gold standard for provenance fidelity is reproducibility: if a storage system
retains enough information to redo the original computation that produced the data, then it can answer arbitrary
queries about how that data was produced by reproducing the original computation. Many original computa-
tions are deterministic; in this case, reproducibility requires retaining the original inputs [25, 45]. Otherwise,
techniques that use deterministic record and replay can provide the needed reproducibility [37].

4.2.3 Metadata

The role of metadata is also poised to change in future, larger-scale storage systems. As denser storage tech-
nologies become available, metadata will be of paramount importance in order to locate data that is relevant to
users and applications. As a result, we identify additional directions for future research, which complement the
ideas proposed for introspecting storage systems and tracking data provenance.

At the time that data is generated, it is uncertain how it will be accessed, or what portions of it will be of
most interest. In the case of provenance, we already discussed approaches that try to capture every facet of
the data generation process. A similarly aggressive approach should be considered in metadata collection and
generation. This calls for scalable approaches that treat metadata as a first-class citizen of the storage system.
Several opportunities for future research arise if this paradigm is to be adopted. Maintaining large, metadata-
rich namespaces that are both synchronous and performant becomes challenging. Existing research examines
approaches that reconsider and relax the requirement of a synchronous namespace [71, 86] in order to maximize
performance.

Another challenge is determining what metadata to collect and how to collect metadata in a systematic way
without affecting the performance of the foreground workload. Existing frameworks and tools that hook into
layers of the storage stack may act as a starting point [17, 32]. In many domains, the data itself contains
information that can be used to help answer data disposition questions, such as how to seamlessly extract
metadata from data, how to create rich persistent indices, and how to derive more metadata. Traditionally,
such metadata structures have been maintained outside of storage systems, causing inconsistencies to arise.
Existing approaches [78] to metadata extraction and integration within file systems could serve as a starting
point for approaching these questions. Finally, an implicit assumption when collecting metadata, is that it will
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be accessible for an arbitrary amount of time. This can be challenging, and will require techniques that are
capable of translating in-memory data structures into persistent, well-defined formats.

4.3 In-situ and in-transit data processing

The race to exascale clusters is ushering in an era where scientists generate massive amounts of scientific data
for analysis, in the order of hundreds of terabytes per simulation [30, 31]. Meanwhile, private and government
organizations amass user data into very large datasets used to train neural networks for any use case imaginable.
This is a trend that shows no signs of abating. The trend is partially driven by the rapid progress of research on
denser storage technologies that can store this data [27, 65]. It is also caused by the steady growth in the number
of ubiquitous sensors and IoT devices that generate data. Finally, there is a movement in systems modeling
towards massive corpora of data, as opposed to domain expertise, likely due to the ease with which the former
can be collected.

Today, scientific analysis is sped up through careful post-processing that optimizes the data layout on storage
for expected access patterns. For other workloads, such as iterative machine learning and data analytics, the
data can be distributed across multiple devices so that it can be accessed in parallel. However, neither of those
approaches remains sustainable at scale, because as scientific output and datasets increase in size, the cost of
post-processing or additional hardware management become prohibitive.

We encourage researchers to consider a paradigm where data is processed on its way to storage, i.e., while it
transitions through the storage stack to become durable. The goal would be to drastically reduce (or eliminate)
the need for data post-processing. A number of directions for future research arise: Where can computation
be accommodated in the storage pipeline without impacting the primary workload? What are the types of
computation that would be amenable or adaptable to be performed in the storage pipeline?

4.3.1 Data processing in-situ and in-transit

In-situ processing is a new paradigm for data processing that occurs during the application’s runtime. Although
promising, in-situ data processing can be challenging compared to post-processing. First, traditional post-
processing programs are designed to use all the resources of the nodes they occupy. At the time an application
runs, however, freeing up these resources to process data can negate the benefit of in-situ processing. Thus,
in-situ processing must proceed with limited resources. Second, traditional post-processing programs assume
full visibility of the data in order to partition it across devices. With in-situ processing, data must be handled in
a streaming fashion, so limited visibility should be tolerated. Third, traditional post-processing programs are
rarely expected to scale to thousands of nodes because storage or network I/O will usually be the bottleneck.
With in-situ processing, however, such extreme scalability may range from beneficial to necessary depending
on the amount and type of resource unoccupied by the application.

One way to conduct in-situ analysis is to process the data on the storage system itself, where the data resides,
e.g., on the storage servers or on the devices. Empirical studies have shown that there is slack on the storage
servers or devices (e.g., SSDs) to conduct a limited amount of processing[58, 81]. Further, emerging flash
devices have higher processing capability. Efforts such as Active Flash [81] and AnalyzeThis[77] are a starting
point. Key research tasks include the construction of analysis abstractions within storage systems and devices,
overlaying higher-level file system structures atop active flash devices, and placing data on the storage system
in a manner that is conducive to future analyses.

Another way to process data on its way to storage is by running code in the network switches or other devices
with limited computational capacity through which data flows, a technique we refer to as in-transit processing.
Accelerators such as programmable NICs have been used recently to speed up in-memory key-value stores
through caching [49, 54] and to provide strong consistency guarantees without compromising performance
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[56]. Continuing this trend to examine types of data processing that could be offloaded to such lightweight
devices seems natural.

4.3.2 Types of processing

A natural question that arises is whether there is computation naturally fitting the constraints of the in-situ
and in-transit processing models, or whether current programs could be adapted to operate with such limited
resources and visibility at extreme scale. Both could be potential directions for future research. Existing work
has identified types of computation that is either amenable as-is, or can be adapted to the in-situ and in-transit
models, such as debugging or monitoring tasks. Dapper [76] achieves scalable, unobtrusive tracing of distributed
systems through filtering RPC requests so that the subset of messages retained form chains from source to
destination. Performance monitoring can benefit from statistics collected in-situ or in-transit.

Recent work has shown that other tasks traditionally carried out by scanning the data could be adapted to the
in-situ and in-transit models. The DeltaFS distributed file system [85, 86] constructs data indexes in-situ. This
allows data queries to be drastically sped up with insignificant overhead at runtime, without the need for data
post-processing. These results are also encouraging because they show that this can be achieved with frugal use
of resources, leaving space for more processing. It thus becomes an interesting problem to find the limits of this
approach by adapting other tasks, such as data analytics and modeling.

4.4 New interfaces

There is a growing need to examine and redesign I/O interfaces for applications. The decades-old, legacy
interfaces have proved functional but are reaching scalability limits in modern cloud, data center, and HPC ar-
eas. New interfaces have been tried before (see [60] for an overview within HPC). But vendor lock-in fears
have disincentivized adoption of new interfaces and instead motivated very stable, narrow I/O interfaces with
community-built middleware and file format-specific access libraries to work around shortcomings. However,
due to these narrow interfaces, middleware and file formats have by design limited information about the perfor-
mance characteristics of a particular storage system and have to therefore make a lot of assumptions. With the
“Cambrian explosion” of new storage devices with vastly differing performance characteristics, these assump-
tions have become inadequate. Fortunately, the wide adoption of open-source software storage systems makes
the adoption of new storage interfaces possible without raising the potential of vendor lock-in. Now is the time
to evaluate existing interfaces to determine if modification or extension will enable scalability, as well as design
new interfaces to explore new capabilities.

For example, we may be able to relax POSIX semantics in well-defined ways such that we remove limita-
tions, e.g., relax locking semantics in parallel systems. Alternatively, we may want to design new interfaces that
give applications power to exploit the capabilities of upcoming storage hardware hierarchies, including storage
class memory and NVRAM.

The motivation for re-examining and modifying legacy interfaces like POSIX is that they are widely used
and a large number of existing applications depend on them. We need to understand what changes can be
made to the legacy interfaces to address application scalability needs. However, this depends on having a clear
understanding of the I/O behavior of target workloads so that appropriate changes are made. For example, in
HPC workloads in order to determine if POSIX locking semantics can be relaxed, we need to fully understand
the access patterns of parallel applications in shared files. If no two processes write to the same offset in a
shared file, then byte range locking on the file may not be necessary. Other factors to consider are support of
legacy interfaces like POSIX over modern storage infrastructures like object stores. We need to understand the
inter-play between the storage models and explore methodologies for reducing overhead while continuing to
support legacy applications.
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New interfaces offer opportunities to present new capabilities to applications that have the potential to repre-
sent paradigm shifts in data management. For example, the current file-based paradigm encourages a static way
of thinking about application data; when data changes, in many cases a new file is written to capture the change.
However, if the fundamental concept in a storage system is no longer a file, but perhaps a data object that has a
revision history as well as provenance information, the relationship of applications and users with data in storage
is fundamentally different. As another example, legacy interfaces present a flat storage hierarchy to users, but
modern and future storage systems are hierarchical composed of fast, near storage like storage class memory
or NVRAM in addition to slower, permanent storage like a traditional parallel file system. New interfaces have
the opportunity to expose aspects of a storage hierarchy for exploitation by applications. For example, if an
interface allows an application to specify the persistence needs of a data object (perhaps as temporary), then the
data object can be stored in the appropriate storage tier (e.g., temporary storage like NVRAM).

4.5 Co-design of applications and storage

The traditional storage stack is organized as an hierarchical, multi-layer structure. As the storage technologies
become increasingly diversified (e.g., NAND flash, NVM, Optane), such a general-purpose layering structure
falls short of being able to exploit the drastically distinct hardware properties.

A recent technical trend is to break the constraint of the storage layering structure by allowing software to
obtain low-level control of hardware. For example, Open-Channel SSD [68] exposes device resources (e.g., I/O
channels) to application software and allows it to directly operate on physical flash media, enabling a variety of
optimizations for applications [26, 48, 69, 75]. We envision such an integrative approach would become a more
common practice, especially in light of emerging technologies. However, this practice fundamentally changes
the way in which application interacts with storage, creating new research questions.

The first question is where such an application-device collaboration should lie. The device-level manage-
ment (e.g., FTL) could be integrated with application’s semantics at different levels. An aggressive method is
to directly embed it within application logic. This approach removes the information barriers and maximizes
the utilization of application’s domain knowledge, but it causes a high dependency on hardware specifics. For
certain application scenarios, such as high-performance computing, customized in-house software, bundled soft-
ware/hardware product, this deep integration would be effective and affordable, but for many others, it may not
be suitable due to the development cost. A more conservative option is to place it at the operating system level.
For example, a specialized device driver can provide a system interface to receive semantic hints or advice from
applications and then accordingly control the hardware. A third option is to provide a relatively shallow abstrac-
tion as a user-level library level. The library presents the storage as a set of APIs to allow application developers
to obtain a fine-grained control over the device while still retaining certain level of abstractions. Running at the
user-level, the library development and debugging could also be simple and still portable.

Effective application-device co-design is non-trivial. It often tends to be ad hoc—each application is opti-
mized individually. In fact, many optimizations needed across applications are often similar, if not exactly the
same. It is desirable to identify a set of essential, sharable, low-level functions that are common across appli-
cations. For example, many applications desire to be able to allocate flash pages from a specified channel in an
SSD. A set of such core functions could collectively form a new storage abstraction to facilitate co-design.

Cross-layer co-design complicates software development. Developers must consider both software logic
and hardware issues. Debugging and testing will also be more complex, due to a larger test space. For example,
a software bug accidentally writing a flash page twice without an erase may cause a silent data corruption.
Methods to mitigate this added complexity are required.
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4.6 Growing the pipeline: Education and teaching

In the past two decades, storage systems research has been increasingly hindered by a lack of practitioners.
Demand has been increasing throughout computer science, new areas of CS are drawing attention away from
storage, and competition from industry causes large numbers of bachelor’s graduates to discard research as a
possible career. The problem is exacerbated by the fact that systems research in general, and storage in particular,
is not highly visible to the public, is difficult to explain to the uninitiated, and suffers from a perception that
the area is dull and overly technical. Everyone can understand and appreciate a robot that does a back flip; it is
much harder to get the layman excited about a fivefold improvement in disk performance. Yet, the latter may
have a much larger practical impact on our lives.

To combat these perceptions and attract students into storage research, we need new approaches to education.
We believe that presenting storage in a different light will increase the number of potential researchers and help
address the crisis we are currently facing.

One way to increase student interest is to give them direct, hands-on experience with storage systems.
Multi-layer traces can be used for classroom demonstrations so that students can understand system operation
and learn how to build large-scale storage systems.

A major challenge in teaching storage systems is that large systems (more than a few tens of terabytes and
a few servers) are prohibitively expensive. A tool similar to networking’s ns-2 [67] could help by providing
students with a simulation platform for experimenting with large systems. Another possibility would be to
create a community testbed similar to CloudLab [? ], although such facilities are often still much smaller
than real-world installations (and tend to become overloaded at high-usage times such as early December when
universities nationwide are finishing their terms).

Regardless of platform, students should have an opportunity to use and experiment with well-known storage
systems and to build skills that are clearly useful in the field today, while still developing fundamental knowledge
that will server them well in the long term. For example, a system such as Hadoop could be an example of
distributed file systems; students would be able to list that specific knowledge on their resumes but also could
apply it to other areas.

One thing that attracts students to other areas is visibility: machine learning and deep learning are well
covered in the press; gaming is something they’re familiar with; robotics has long been a science-fiction dream;
etc. We could improve storage’s perception in the student community by increasing our use of visualization
tools. Visualization can produce striking images that simultaneously attract the eye and provide deep insight.
A class that asked students to visualize storage-related information could intrigue and challenge them. At the
same time, it is difficult to visualize huge datasets that don’t fit into memory; addressing that problem is a way
to emphasize the importance of storage and engage students with the techniques needed to efficiently process
out-of-memory data.

Finally, we should reach out to our colleagues in other subdisciplines of computer science and partner with
them. Data scientists can suggest new approaches to understanding storage systems, while we can help them
manage vast quantities of information. Artificial intelligence and machine learning offer different approaches to
optimization. Library scientists understand how to organize information and might be able to suggest designs
for presenting petabytes of data to users. Every community has a tendency to become insular; we should fight
that tendency and actively seek collaborations that will be beneficial to both sides.
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5 Evolution of Storage Systems with Emerging Hardware

5.1 Introduction

Storage systems are poised for tremendous change due to rapid developments in both hardware technology and
applications. In addition to continuous evolution of block storage in the form of enhanced SSD+HDD+SMR
disks, storage architectures are impacted by a continuously shifting hardware ecosystem, triggered by advances
in processor, memory and networking technologies. In addition, new applications like IoT and high-volume
data analytics, coupled with shifting usage modalities based on datacenter and cloud-based data management,
are driving storage research to embrace a broad perspective incorporating architecture, operating systems, net-
working, compilers/languages and applications.

5.2 Embracing Change: The New Normal

Storage systems occupy a central role within modern computer system architectures and their design is increas-
ingly influenced by developments in the processor, memory and network subsystems. Future storage systems
will need to be flexible to respond to continual changes in the the hardware ecosystem and agile in adapting to
the evolving requirements of new applications. It is not an exaggeration to say that continual change in tech-
nology and applications is the new normal, and storage research should embrace methodologies and system
designs that can take advantage of these advances in a modular, incremental and timely manner. New storage
technologies and applications spur novel storage system designs, that in turn can inform developments in future
hardware components and software. We envisage a dynamic and synergistic research agenda cutting across tra-
ditional systems boundaries and encompassing hardware architecture, operating system, compilers, distributed
systems, and applications. The complementary challenges and opportunities for storage system research are
elaborated in the two challenges described below.

1. Incorporate new technology and application requirements

The changing landscape for storage systems is characterized by increasingly heterogeneous computing
hardware, diverse and less discontinuous memory hierarchies, novel interconnect and networking fabrics,
and complex, highly dynamic workload patterns arising from applications like IoT and Machine Learning.
The overarching challenge to deal with the constantly shifting landscape is to develop design methodolo-
gies that incorporate dynamic policies and flexible interfaces that can adapt to new devices and workloads.

(a) Memory and storage devices: The traditional world of fast, fine-grained volatile memory and
slow block-level storage is in transition. New memory-bus-attached, byte-addressable non-volatile
memory devices (abbreviated as B-NVM) are blurring the line between memory and storage; po-
tential applications of B-NVM range from adding another level in the storage hierarchy to eventual
deployment as the central component of working storage. Meanwhile, block storage continues to
evolve with new block NVM devices like Optane drives, devices with asymmetric read/write per-
formance like Shingled-Magnetic Recording (SMR) disks, and processing-in-storage devices like
Kinetic Drives. Further diversification in terms of capacity versus performance-oriented devices
and the tiering of data into active, working, near-line, cold, and archival levels, creates a complex
storage landscape. Nascent technologies like DNA storage raise intriguing possibilities for future
archival storage at one end of the spectrum, while the large amounts of High Bandwidth memory
close to the processor open up new opportunities for caching, buffering and prefetching.
To exploit the advances in technology, research is needed to understand and control the evolving
complex memory and storage hierarchy. Models, algorithms and mechanisms for data placement
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and data migration across multiple types of heterogeneous devices for the entire data lifetime need to
be designed. Issues of migration granularity and frequency, analytical models, and the incorporation
of machine learning techniques to automatically manage the hierarchy and meet QoS performance,
reliability, availability, and consistency requirements must be developed.

(b) Network fabrics: Research is needed to understand the impact of new system interconnect tech-
nologies (e.g. CCIX, OpenCAPI), fast 40/100/200 Gbps Ethernet and 56/100/200 Gbps Infiniband
networks, lightweight network fabrics (e.g. RDMA over Infiniband or RDMA over converged Eth-
ernet (RoCE)), and emerging NVM-motivated standards (e.g. GenZ) on storage system organiza-
tion, and protocols for distributed and clustered storage. As the speeds of storage and networking
converge, protocols designed for slow remote storage will need to be supplanted by more efficient
schemes. An understanding of the design space and the networking abstractions required to support
future storage systems is critical.

(c) Processor architecture: Heterogeneous processor architectures with specialized accelerators, GPUs,
and FPGA devices can potentially facilitate compute-intensive tasks on behalf of the storage sys-
tem. Examples include coding, compression, and support for cryptography and traffic management,
to enable enhanced reliability, security, and QoS. Advanced processor mechanisms for concurrency
control like Hardware Transaction Memory (HTM) can be leveraged to provide lightweight storage
transactions in conjunction with fine-grained high-speed storage like B-NVM.
Research to evaluate the potential of new processor hardware on storage and file system software,
and the development of appropriate OS support is necessary to leverage processor architecture ad-
vances to benefit the next generation of storage systems.

(d) Applications: As data management becomes central to our everyday activities, storage systems
will be increasingly called upon to support functionalities beyond the traditional role as performant
suppliers of raw persistent data. The agility required of future storage systems to handle technol-
ogy changes must carry over to designs that can incorporate new application-driven requirements
gracefully and incrementally.
The imperative for security of stored data, verifiable access control, data privacy and isolation will
continue to increase. Data provenance and verifiable audit trails of data access and modification
history over long data lifetimes will become increasingly necessary. Demand for quantifiable per-
formance QoS guarantees will increase for applications requiring time-sensitive response times and
those deployed in shared datacenter environments. Storage systems will need to satisfy microsec-
ond and sub-microsecond latency requirements by carefully leveraging the memory hierarchy. Fi-
nally, application workloads will continue to change and increasingly include intricate, dynamic and
fine-grained workload patterns for IoT, machine learning, graph analytics and other data-intensive
high-performance computing tasks.

2. Storage-driven systems research

Future storage systems will benefit from hardware and software support. Cross collaboration between
various sub-disciplines is vital to providing a coherent path forward and avoid the reinvention of multiple
overlapping solutions through silo-based research.

Two specific areas of synergy are in shaping the design of CPU architecture and OS abstractions, and the
development of interconnect fabrics. Processor support is essential for using devices like B-NVM that
have delays and lie between DRAM and typical storage. For instance, can processors better tolerate longer
and more variable access delays (10–100s of microseconds)? What memory mapping support is needed
to handle fine-grained, local and remote terabyte-sized data? What hardware mechanisms to support
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transactions for persistent memory are appropriate? Should processors provide hardware logging and at
what granularity? Is speculative paging worth supporting? In the networking domain, current RDMA
protocols are inadequate in their support for end-to-end persistence and have scalability limitations. How
should the storage system requirements drive the next generation of interconnection fabrics?

5.3 Impact of Byte-Addressable NVM

The availability of byte-addressable bus-attached NVM (B-NVM) devices gives rise to a new, potentially disrup-
tive addition to the storage-memory hierarchy. B-NVM has advantages over DRAM in terms of capacity, power
and non-volatility, and, in contrast to traditional block-structured storage, enables fast, cache-line-granular, di-
rect processor access to persistent memory. The characteristics of B-NVM dovetail with modern applications
handling huge persistent data sets and requiring fine-grained scattered data accesses, making it an excellent can-
didate for serving both memory and storage needs. Where B-NVM will ultimately fit in the storage hierarchy
is currently an open question; its place will depend on the evolution of the cost, performance, and reliability
characteristics of the underlying devices. There are intriguing possibilities and potentially large payoffs in terms
of speed, power, crash resilience, and conceptual simplicity in deployment of B-NVM in the storage stack. To
realize the potential of the new technology requires a strong research effort to deal with the multi-faceted and
cross-cutting issues raised, which we discuss below.

1. Operating system and application development support

The past decade has seen considerable research on the challenges of using B-NVM devices within a
single server. The problems of consistent ordering between volatile and persistent memory, support for
persistent memory transactions in the presence of failure, and coordination with volatile-memory con-
currency controls mechanisms like Hardware Transactional Memory, have been addressed with solutions
and techniques proposed in the architecture, OS, storage, languages, and database communities. Example
important issues requiring research are identified below:

• Security and integrity: How to efficiently support encryption and low-latency access control at
the granularity of memory accesses? How to avoid corruption of persistent data from malicious or
buggy applications using lightweight mechanisms? Are language-level mechanisms appropriate or
sufficient?

• Abstractions for persistent data: B-NVM can provide a single-level memory with a single names-
pace for both volatile and persistent data. What are the appropriate naming abstractions and oper-
ating system support required? Are relative pointers the appropriate addressing mechanism? How
should garbage collection be organized in this environment?

• Consistency and transaction support: Research to transition the most efficient techniques into
actual systems, and to build tools for building/migrating applications for direct memory access.

2. Distributed shared NVM-based storage

While the past research has concentrated on single-server-attached B-NVM, the next big step forward is
understanding the challenges of deploying scalable, distributed B-NVM storage architectures in future
datacenters.

• Distributed architecture: A basic issue is to understand the tradeoffs in different architectural
choices for distributed B-NVM. The design space includes distributed (persistent) memory systems,
clustered storage systems, or hybrid architectures. The choices have significant impact on the usage
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modalities and on application structuring, and careful analysis and empirical studies are necessary
to understanding the tradeoffs. This study should encompass the analysis of the underlying network
fabric. Interconnect like Infiniband-RDMA or RoCE match the latencies of B-NVM devices making
them a natural fit as the networking fabric. However, RDMA has known problems of scalability
and has semantics that are unhelpful in providing the durability guarantees needed for B-NVM
transactions. Understanding the correct abstractions that must be supported by the network fabric,
and their impact on storage architectures and applications is needed to lay a sound foundation for
future scalable B-NVM systems.
• Software support: A strong research effort is needed in identifying the mechanisms and abstrac-

tions necessary to support future distributed, shared B-NVM. The problems are challenging and
solutions are necessary to meet the scalability, reliability, usability, correctness, and latency require-
ments of applications. Many of these issues (listed below) have been previously examined in the
context of single-server B-NVM systems, while distributed versions of these problems have been
studied in the context of traditional block storage and TCP/IP networks. However, the distributed
version of these problems deals with a far larger design space than server-attached B-NVM, and the
microsecond-level latencies of B-NVM and direct-access RDMA-like protocols changes the nature
of the problem qualitatively, requiring vigorous new research to explore the design space effectively.
Some of the issues needing new research and lightweight solutions in the distributed B-NVM context
are mentioned below.

– Transparent global naming: How should shared data be named, distributed, and accessed?
What are the overheads for metadata management?

– Transaction management: How should transactions spread across multiple B-NVM hosts be
orchestrated? How can RDMA-like protocols or atomics be exploited? What is the appropriate
form of distributed logging?

– Reliability and availability: Replication or erasure coding? Wear-leveling across nodes?
– Consistency and coherence: What are the appropriate consistency models balancing applica-

tion requirements and performance?
– Crash resilience and durability: How does one handle failures of nodes holding TBs of B-

NVM data?
– Metadata management: How does one handle the size and overheads of metadata manage-

ment?

5.4 New Storage Abstractions

New storage abstractions are necessary to support future storage architectures, new functionalities and modes
of usage.

1. Processing in Smart Controllers: Research is needed to explore how to embed useful functionality in the
path to storage through enhanced memory, storage, or network controllers. Current“bump-in-the-wire”
functionality is provided by FPGAs at the back-end of NICs to provide on-the-fly transparent compres-
sion or encryption. Can offloading to dedicated controllers be useful in other contexts to provide support
for functions like provenance, security, QoS, write ordering or transaction support? For instance, an inter-
posed persistent memory controller between the processor LLC and B-NVM can simplify transactional
programming. Can distributed persistent storage benefit from a controller at the NIC? Can functions like
replication and data migration be offloaded to controller networks? Can stateful operations be success-
fully offloaded to controllers? Going beyond, what is the impact of embedding processing power within
memory chips in processing-in-memory (PIM) models?
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2. Programming models: As the abstraction levels of storage access rise, so does the need to define ap-
propriate programming models and APIs for data access. What are the appropriate abstractions beyond
traditional file system block reads and writes? Are KV stores supporting object access using “gets” and
“puts” adequate? Are transactional models useful in specifying application-level semantics? What are
the boundaries between storage system, middleware, and applications? Will memory-style programming
become the common mode for specifying persistent access? If so, what support will be needed from the
compiler and programming languages? How would such specifications coexist and play with existing
interfaces to block-based access?

5.5 Managing Exabyte-scale Storage

1. Data reliability and durability: Proliferation and diversity of hardware causes an increase in the failure
modes that need to be considered. The problem gets acute as the data set scales requiring development
of effective methods to handle ubiquitous failures in some portion of the storage system. The correlation
between failure modes resulting in catastrophic data loss need to be addressed. The use of cross-layer
reliability schemes to manage reliability overheads and exploit the availability of processing hardware
provides a possible avenue of exploration. No one size fits all storage solutions for all different kinds of
application workloads.

2. Data ingest and migration: As datacenter storage becomes the norm techniques to optimize data move-
ment within datacenters and data migration across datacenters becomes a vital issue. Vendor lock-in
inhibits the move to using a shared infrastructure despite other advantages and alternative approaches
need to be considered.

5.6 Infrastructure Development

The rapid changes in hardware and application requirements present a tough challenge for researchers to evalu-
ate their solutions. To allow for continued research and innovation it is imperative to have access to platforms
for experimentation and evaluation. One component would include the availability of shared hardware testbeds
with state-of-the-art storage, networking and processing hardware. In addition, development of models and
simulators for new devices, scalable system simulation and emulation tools, and collection and availability of
modern workload traces are essential. NSFCloud [4] is such a platform where two large-scale academic cloud
testbeds—Chameleon [2] and CloudLab [3]—are providing researchers with a shared compute and storage in-
frastructure to conduct scientific simulation and distributed system research validations at scale. A good feature
of Chameleon, for example, is to allow third-party entities (e.g., researchers who are regular users of the testbed)
to contribute to the cloud infrastructure through appliance (framework prototypes developed by third party and
made available for use in the form of a VM image) and software (tools open sourced that can be cloned). Aligned
with the same line, a desirable feature of such open testbeds would be to open flexible options for more hardware
configurations. For instance, emerging hardware devices such as Intel Optane SSD [5] can be integrated as an
option for storage and systems researcher to select, to boost cutting-edge storage research activities.

6 Conclusion

This report presents the discussions and perspectives of the storage community members that participated in
the two-day Data Storage Research Vision 2025 Workshop in June 2018. We have identified four key thrusts:
enhancing cloud and edge computing I/O infrastructures, designing storage for emerging AI applications, re-
thinking the storage systems abstractions in service of the new and innovative applications, and redesigning
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storage systems for emerging hardware, focusing on which will help the storage research community address
and mitigate the discussed challenges. While there are other challenges not discussed here, our goal is to make
the community aware of these and enable innovative research that can benefit the systems community, and in
turn improve systems that underlie our modern life.
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